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Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the 1 
Lighthouse Baptist Church in Santa Maria, CA—and your brain 2 
masseur—get ready for your brain massage. 3 
The theme that seemed to develop during preparation for today's 4 
brain massage: What we are witnessing is a lesson on why elections 5 
matter and how our enemy neutralizes the election results when 6 
they don't go their way! If they can't win the election, they steal it, 7 
and if they can't steal it, they maneuver to NEUTRALIZE the 8 
election results — either way, the DEMONCRATS rule against the 9 
will of the PEOPLE. They have destroyed their beloved democracy. 10 
Probably not surprising to many—Trump's announcement is 11 
stirring the swamp and it's creatures are becoming agitated.  12 
Let me explain why a Christian can and must support Trump! 13 
The "dump Trump" movement is noisily trying to steal Trump's 14 
thunder, while at the same time, the Ditch Mitch movement is 15 
likely to further divide the Republican Party — how does that 16 
undercover CCP operative McConnell keep power? Hmmm!  17 
Kari Lake versus the Maricopa county election officials1—here is a 18 
lesson on why HONEST and TRANSPARENT ELECTIONS 19 
matter: She is till in the fight!2 You heard about the tabulators 20 
failing? Well, just wait till you hear "the rest of the story."  21 
And what about these cowardly Judges who refuse to stand up to 22 
ELECTION FRAUD and rule according to LAW. Most of them are 23 

                                     
1 https://www.theepochtimes.com/kari-lake-issues-first-major-update-since-katie-hobbs-declared-
victory_4869598.html?utm_source=mr_recommendation&utm_medium=left_sticky 
2 https://twitter.com/AZGOP/status/1593350580960784384 — Name is Stuart Skirty [?] testifies that the tabulator failures began after 
a helpful "technician" appeared to make adjustments on the machines. 
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bought and paid for by CCP, equivalent to the DNC today, and the 24 
CCP arm of the GOP.  25 
You heard about 22 year old Nicholas Gutierrez who drove his 26 
vehicle the wrong way on a street used by police recruits jogging 27 
with their drill instructors, turned his car into the joggers and 28 
mowed down something like 25 of these young men—maiming 29 
several for life—before he hit a pole that stopped his car. No skid 30 
marks indicate there was no effort to brake, he was cleared for any 31 
alcohol issues, but I hear they found some marijuana in the car. He 32 
was released because CA requires charges to be presented within 48 33 
hours of arrest and police want more time to prepare their case.3 34 
And you heard about the multibillion-dollar Artemis rocket 35 
streaming to the moon? And you heard the rumor that multi-36 
billionaire Gates is at the G20 summit calling for Death Panels.4 37 
But that he was not at the G20 meeting, but that he has gone on 38 
record openly in support of death panels to save teacher's jobs — 39 
yeah, take a look at this.5 So, he was not at the G20 summit but HE 40 
DOES SUPPORT DEATH PANELS —. So! Once again — "fact" 41 
checkers run out to "discredit" someone who assumed Gates would 42 
be at the G20, as usual, and that he would raise some of his favorite 43 
issues, like DEATH PANELS — and discover a story that says 44 
Gates was not actually at the summit this year — and so focus on 45 
that important technicality — which is good, by the way — and yet 46 
FAIL TO MENTION THAT, AS A MATTER OF FACT, GATES 47 
IS IN FAVOR OF DEATH PANELS. 48 
Well, let's see. Yeah, I definitely want to speak to the TRUMP 49 
dilemma — add further insight into why I don't think DeSantis 50 
would be the right VP — I remember when Reagan chose Bush I, I 51 
was sitting with my friend listening to the announcement and I 52 

                                     
3 https://nypost.com/2022/11/18/nicholas-joseph-gutierrez-released-after-mowing-down-la-sheriffs-recruits/ 
4 https://uspresscorps.blogspot.com/2022/11/bill-gates-tells-g20-world-leaders-that.html 
5 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NrJBY2l1MQQ 
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looked at him and said, THAT'LL THE END OF THE REAGAN 53 
REVOLUTION. You see, if the Demoncrats know they cannot beat 54 
conservative, God and Country Patriots in an election, they opt for 55 
the next best thing — neutralize their opponents victory. These 56 
people — they are like dealing with cockroaches — now, I'm not 57 
calling them cockroaches — I'm just saying, they are as difficult to 58 
get rid of as cockroaches in an LA apartment complex. Unless you 59 
tent the entire complex, those bugs just find a place to hide until 60 
the poisonous fumes are absorbed into the atmosphere and diluted. 61 
Okay, I think I have an idea of where we are going today — so, 62 
relax — your brain massage will be vigorous today — get ready — 63 
it's time for your BRAIN MASSAGE.® 64 
[TRUTH] 65 
 Probably not surprising to many—Trump's announcement is 66 
provoking the swamp creatures. Remember last week, the two hills 67 
the Deep State Establishment politicos will DIE ON—ONE: 68 
PROTECT the 2020 steal, especially protect the Dominion stealing 69 
machines, and TWO: anyone, and I mean ANY ONE but Trump. 70 
Trump is the only political force that can bring down the pillars 71 
supporting the ESTABLISHMENT's ability to continue RULING 72 
AMERICANS AGAINST THEIR WILL. 73 
Trump is the undisputed captain of the MAGA, America First 74 
movement. He started this movement, and, as far as political 75 
leadership is concerned, let me tell you that NO ONE WHO 76 
ATTEMPTS TO CO-OP HIS PLACE IN THE MAGA AMERICA 77 
FIRST CAUSE actually supports our movement.  78 
There is no alternative to Trump that does not ultimately result in 79 
PROTECTING the ESTABLISHMENT — they might go so far as 80 
to skim the scum off the surface of the swamp but the darker 81 
secrets shared by the bottom feeders will be left alone. 82 
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Now, don't get me wrong! There are some very fine patriots who 83 
support the MAGA movement fully and faithfully — but THEY 84 
WILL SUPPORT TRUMP! Any Republican that attempts to 85 
STEAL THE MAGA MOVEMENT FROM TRUMP is a traitor to 86 
us all — DO NOT BELIEVE THEM. I don't care if it's DeSantis, 87 
Pompeo, Flynn — NONE OF THEM!  88 
I'm responding to Pompeo's appeals for money this way — 89 
DECLARE FOR TRUMP OR GET OUT OF MY FACE. 90 
I'm writing to DeSantis — encouraging him to declare where he is 91 
on the 2020 election, the cursed Dominion machines, and to 92 
announce for TRUMP NOW! Or be exposed as traitorous 93 
Absalom — saying and doing everything he knows will steal the 94 
hearts of those inspired by Trump to join his MAGA movement—95 
to stand with him, not willing to let him stand alone against the 96 
slings and arrows, the spittle, the physical attacks, drawn by simply 97 
wearing a red hat that says MAGA — 98 
I don't trust any of these ambitious self-serving quintessential, 99 
archetypal, stereotypical, COMMON GLORY HOUNDS trying to 100 
horn in on the incredible sacrifice and work Trump put up to 101 
begin this movement — attempt to steal away Trump's support. 102 
You know Absalom's game, right? 103 
He went among David's supporters with his message that David 104 
was passé, it's time to move on, Oh, if only I were king, then 105 
everything would be wonderful — Pompeo, DeSantis, Flynn (yeah, 106 
I've heard the rumblings from Pat Byrne about dumping Trump 107 
and going with Flynn), Nikki, all of you! May God tangle your 108 
rebellious long hair in the DEMONCRAT branches and expose 109 
you. Okay, well, I'm a bit passionate — so the metaphors are 110 
admittedly a bit clumsy — but I think you get the point! 111 
The multibillionaire that declared he is ready to "move on" — he 112 
should join up with Michael Moore's moveon.org, might as well! 113 
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So Ken Griffin, "a billionaire hedge fund CEO," has declared he will 114 
not back Trump — he wants DeSantis—his message is, it's time to 115 
MOVE ON. Yeah, let's move on from the COVID covered effort to 116 
steal our elections and destroy our economy—give them amnesty, 117 
let's just "move on." Let's move on from the massive evidence that 118 
CCP interfered in our 2020 and 2022 elections—let's just "move 119 
on."6 A guy like DeSantis is what we need — someone who will 120 
promise not to touch the Dominion stealing machines, he will 121 
promise not to expose the CCP interference in our elections, who 122 
will promise not to push for accountability on Fauci and the Big 123 
Pharma — someone "connected" to the "inside" — a GOPer, that 124 
feeds himself off the grass roots movement of the MAGA 125 
conservatives, and uses the support he gains to be recruited by the 126 
Deep State — 127 
Other big money donors have also run out to say, not so elegantly, 128 
they will not give one (expletive) nickel for Trump.7 129 
These would return us to the control of the "Uniparty" system — 130 
where both parties share a single objective—global dominion, the 131 
finishing of Nimrod's tower—who only compete for which party 132 
gets to play God. In other words, the ESTABLISHMENT wants a 133 
return to business as usual and they are willing to let the 134 
Republicans have a go at it so long as they don't DRAIN THE 135 
SWAMP. Has DeSantis ever said he wants to DRAIN THE 136 
SWAMP? Has he ever demonstrated any real understanding of our 137 
national political situation? If he is a dedicated MAGA Republican, 138 
let him SAY SO! He never has — he has not had to. Well, they are 139 
talking about passing the "crown" to him, so you'd better start 140 
asking these questions. 141 
Let me explain why a Christian must support Trump! 142 

                                     
6 https://americanmilitarynews.com/2022/11/gop-billionaire-backing-desantis-for-2024-time-to-move-on-from-trump/ 
7 https://www.news.com.au/world/north-america/us-politics/wouldnt-give-him-a-nickel-donald-trump-abandoned-by-mega-
donors/news-story/57930989f0a1a93e3a126e31c59889d9 
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First, tell me, Christian, what is it about Trump you think makes it 143 
impossible for you to support him? 144 
Well, for one thing, he has never visited the Bohemian Grove here 145 
in CA. So, you know, that is a major POSITIVE. 146 
Not one President, including Reagan, who did visit the Grove, by 147 
the way, no President since the last FOUNDER ever made an 148 
Easter or Christmas declaration that so clearly articulated the 149 
Christian FAITH! Trump's first Easter message could be presented 150 
in any conservative Evangelical Church — all it lacked was an 151 
invitation.  152 
So, you don't like his manners—which are sometimes uncomely. 153 
His Tweets annoy you, and his inclination to make fun of his 154 
opponents offends you. Perhaps some of the stories we've all heard 155 
from his past—the sorts of things that were supposed to make the 156 
lying Russian pee-pee tapes believable—. 157 
You must admit, the only thing you hear about Biden is that he 158 
showered with his daughter, and sniffs little girl's hair, and touches 159 
them, and women other than his wife inappropriately—but other 160 
wise, like Shapiro said, he appears to be a really good father. 161 
But, you know, there are not "Hunter laptops" in the Trump family 162 
— and you say, well, we are not comparing him with Biden. 163 
Okay, I'm just making the point that sorts of things that have been 164 
raised by conservative Christians that oppose Trump are either 165 
things that Trump has obviously corrected, regarding some 166 
unsavory comments and playboy antics — or other things, that, by 167 
the way, if you are paying attention, have been set aside — 168 
But none of the things coming from Trump are about issues like 169 
failing to keep his promises, or being dishonest or disingenuous, or 170 
BETRAYING his country, or the PEOPLE, or making shady deals 171 
with communist dictators. 172 
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Remember that when GOD our SAVIOUR hears His people cry 173 
under the oppression of the unreasonable and wicked, He raises up 174 
saviours to deliver them — these saviours are not always savory. 175 
The critical concerns are whether they identify as champions FOR 176 
THE CAUSE OF CHRIST — acknowledge GOD, and recognize 177 
themselves to be UNDER GOD, not over Him. They have a clear 178 
vision: identifying the enemy correctly, and championing a worthy 179 
CAUSE, often at great expense to themselves. No president has 180 
been willing to sacrifice more, or has accomplished MORE for the 181 
America we love, and the American people, than Donald J. Trump. 182 
And that against odds never faced by ANY POLITICIAN in our 183 
HISTORY. And his second term was STOLEN FROM HIM — and 184 
now, these scoundrels are trying to steal his movement from him. 185 
Don't let them do it! He has sacrificed hugely for us — it's our turn 186 
to GIVE BACK!  187 
Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor 188 
at the Lighthouse, your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern 189 
lighter, lighting the lamps in the church belfry arch, signaling the 190 
enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 191 
liberty. 192 
Can't wait to watch Nancy turn over the gavel—so the only 193 
hammers in the Pelosi household will be visitors who attack Paul in 194 
their underwear, like DePage!8 (You do know that the police body 195 
camera shows it was PAUL PELOSI who answered the door, went 196 
back to his friendly assailant, and proceeded to fight over a 197 
hammer!9 So why did the police responding to that call hide this 198 
fact? Why did the DOJ claim otherwise? What are they hiding? But 199 
I digress! 200 

                                     
8 https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/immigration/suspect-paul-pelosi-attack-was-us-illegally-immigration-officials-say-rcna55441 
9 https://news.yahoo.com/body-cam-footage-confirms-paul-192420598.html 
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What does getting Congress into the hands of the GOP mean going 201 
forward? LET THE INVESTIGATIONS BEGIN?10 11 12 Will 202 
McCarthy be an obstacle or an ally? He is the nominee, but will he 203 
take the gavel? Trump backs McCarthy!13 The CNN crowd are 204 
"concerned." Let's see! 205 
It's all a lesson in why elections matter and how to neutralize them 206 
when they don't go your way! Steal the election, and if that does 207 
not work, NEUTRALIZE the election results — either way, the 208 
DEMONCRATS rule against the will of the PEOPLE. 209 
While the swamp are making dump-Trump noises, Ditch Mitch is 210 
growing among conservative Republicans weary of Mitch's Paul 211 
Ryan style betrayals. How does that undercover CCP operative 212 
keep power? Well, the same way Mao-shirt wearing Biden becomes 213 
president.14 Yeah, I know that the shirt Biden wore at his meeting 214 
with Xi Jinping in China is traditional Chinese dress — so don't 215 
give me a lecture on a technicality that, actually Biden was not 216 
wearing a shirt someone dug out of one of Mao's bureau — ha! — 217 
"Fact" checkers only show concern about such fine parsing of 218 
"facts" when the "facts" actually betray the TRUTH about their 219 
beloved communist dictators and their puppets. Anyway! 220 
Kari Lake versus the Maricopa county election officials15—why 221 
HONEST and TRANSPARENT ELECTIONS matter: She is till in 222 

                                     
10 https://www.westernjournal.com/feds-flag-93-financial-transfers-biden-linked-operatives-1-thing-common-
report/?utm_source=Email&utm_medium=patriots-list-newsletter&utm_campaign=can&utm_content=firefly 
11 https://www.theepochtimes.com/white-house-attacks-gop-probe-into-biden-family-business-dealings-claiming-long-debunked-
conspiracy-theories_4871658.html?utm_source=News&src_src=News&utm_campaign=breaking-2022-11-18-2&src_cmp=breaking-
2022-11-18-
2&utm_medium=email&est=gqcXH84%2BnFLavzUy9VyBoDKlSf7zskqA5vMtAsb1ausPsf46MmeD8BZF%2B3PNbg%3D%3D 
12 https://www.theepochtimes.com/this-is-an-investigation-of-joe-biden-house-republicans-allege-biden-was-involved-in-hunters-
business-dealings_4869567.html 
13 https://www.cnn.com/2022/11/14/politics/kevin-mccarthy-trump-support/index.html 
14 https-//www.reddit.com/r/ROI/comments/yv8nzo/justin_trudeau_and_joe_biden_wearing_mao_jackets/ SEE VIDEO: 
https://pjmedia.com/news-and-politics/kevindowneyjr/2022/11/14/biden-and-trudeau-beclown-themselves-by-parading-around-asia-
in-commie-mao-jackets-n1645623 
15 https://www.theepochtimes.com/kari-lake-issues-first-major-update-since-katie-hobbs-declared-
victory_4869598.html?utm_source=mr_recommendation&utm_medium=left_sticky 
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the fight!16 You heard about the tabulators failing? Did you know 223 
that all was working just fine until after a county technician arrived 224 
to "check our equipment"? Soon thereafter problems began—at 225 
11:30 the tabulators began to fail. Thousands of voters were made 226 
to stand in line for hours, and this provided cover for whatever 227 
other shenanigans that went on after the "technician" came to 228 
"check [the] equipment." 229 
Kari is going to stand up to these thieving thugs — we can wonder 230 
how LONG GOD will LOOK ON to this—and I've spoken to that 231 
in my pulpit — I'll be preaching this Sunday, by the way! Come on 232 
out to the LIGHTHOUSE!  233 
I need to skip over some things here—I was going to outline the 234 
case for fraud in the AZ election, and point to the evidence of fraud 235 
taking place in Georgia, and elsewhere — but I'm coming up on my 236 
time and there is something I believe you really need to think 237 
about, and pray about.  238 
Much of our hopes to get our elections straightened out have been 239 
dashed in courts unwilling to actually look at the evidence and rule 240 
according to the LAW. I realize that in Brazil, right now, millions 241 
of brave Brazilians are in the streets demanding something be done 242 
about the stolen election there, that put a rank, and foul 243 
communist over them.  244 
I'm hoping it does not come to that here — but that we can process 245 
this grievance through legal channels — but if the COURTS fail to 246 
umpire these elections, if they refuse to RULE on criminal fraud — 247 
there will be no remaining recourse for the redress of our 248 
grievances — what are we going to have to do? Join a secessionist 249 
movement — split the country into a CONSTITUTIONAL 250 
REPRESENTATIVE REPUBLIC and a DEMOCRATIC-251 
SOCIALIST dictatorship? 252 
                                     
16 https://twitter.com/AZGOP/status/1593350580960784384 — Name is Stuart Skirty [?] testifies that the tabulator failures began after 
a helpful "technician" appeared to make adjustments on the machines. 
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What about these cowardly Judges who refuse to stand up to 253 
ELECTION FRAUD and rule according to LAW. Most of them are 254 
bought and paid for by CCP, equivalent to the DNC today, 255 
together with the CCP arm of the GOP. I don't doubt some of these 256 
judges are so small minded they actually believe the satanic lie spat 257 
into their brains by the forked tongue of that Serpent—that the 258 
courts cannot interfere with POLITICS—but most use it as a 259 
convenient shield—saying, well, we don't want to interfere in 260 
POLITICS. 261 
NO BODY IS ASKING ANY JUDGE TO DECIDE A RACE — WE 262 
ARE ASKING YOU TO UMPIRE THE GAME these wicked 263 
thieves are CHEATING. STOP the CHEATING — rule on LAW, 264 
uphold the LAW — for judges to fail to RULE ON LAW in an 265 
election is tantamount to THROWING THE ENTIRE COUNTRY 266 
INTO THE POWER OF THE LAWLESS  — 267 
It's exactly the same game these lousy, good for nothing but 268 
making sure they protect their own retirement preachers who 269 
pretend to be so far above POLITICS they won't PREACH TO 270 
THE KING—THEY WON'T DECLARE RIGHTEOUSNESS AND 271 
SPEAK TRUTH TO THE LIES — Like John the BAPTIST (not the 272 
baptizer, by the way) pointed directly at that "fox" Herod and 273 
accused him of VIOLATING GOD'S LAW BY TAKING HIS 274 
BROTHER'S WIFE.  275 
Listen, when preachers refuse to speak TRUTH to the LIES only 276 
because the WICKED have succeeded to make the vile, life 277 
threatening behaviors of the sodomites a "political issue," and make 278 
the MURDERING OF INNOCENT BABIES IN THE WOMBS OF 279 
THEIR MOTHERS "political" — these cowards want to preserve 280 
their own "head," even if it means BETRAYING THE HEAD of the 281 
CHURCH — and they deceive themselves, thinking they can 282 
excuse sheathing the SWORD OF THE SPIRIT from those so-283 
called "political" issues because they are above "politics" — 284 
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Well, you are a lousy, no account coward that is under the CURSE 285 
— CURSED BE HE THAT DOETH THE WORK OF THE LORD 286 
DECEITFULLY, AND CURSED BE HE THAT KEEPETH BACK 287 
HIS SWORD FROM BLOOD" — Jeremiah 48:10.  288 
I'm just saying! It's the truth! No more cutsie, no more dancing 289 
around the truth!  290 
I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch and now you let me 291 
know if you see them.  292 
Email me by going to our web site at branmassage.net. That’s 293 
brainmassage.net. Find the CONTACT button and send me an 294 
email. 295 
You can leave a message on our Listener Response Hotline: 296 
805.314.2114. 297 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church. 298 


